In this paper we establish some new congruences of p-adic integer order Bernoulli numbers. These generalize the Kummer congruences for ordinary Bernoulli numbers. We apply our congruences to prove irreducibility of certain Bernoulli polynomials with order divisible by p and to get new congruences for Stirling numbers.
INTRODUCTION
The arbitrary order Bernoulli polynomials B (!) n (x) are de ned by (cf. (!) n (x) t n n! : (1) In particular, B (!) n (0) = B (!) n is the Bernoulli number of order ! and degree n. If the order ! = 1 the polynomials B (1) n (x) = B n (x) and the numbers B (1) n = B n are called ordinary. More generally, if ! 2 f1; : : :; ng, the polynomials and numbers are called higher order, or more properly rst or higher order.
In this paper we consider Bernoulli polynomials and numbers where the order is an arbitrary p-adic integer. In 1] we considered only higher order polynomials and numbers, but all results remain true for p-adic integer orders, with no substantial changes in the proofs.
The polynomials B (k) n (x) and numbers B (k) n were rst de ned and studied by N.E.
N orlund 11]. Later they were studied by L. Carlitz and others 3, 4, 5] , and recently they have been studied by F. T. Howard 6, 7] and the author 1, 2]. Let S(n) = S(p; n) = sum of the digits of the base p expansion of n: (2) We assume throughout that n is a positive integer, and will always write r = h n p?1 i and = n ? r(p ? 1) , so that 0 < p ? 1.
Recall some standard results on the p-adic valuation (cf. 8]). (ii) S(n) < p ? 1:
Furthermore (?1) r n! p r n + r r ! (mod p).
Proof. Clearly (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, since We now collect results that we need on Bernoulli numbers and polynomials
The Narumi polynomials A n (x; s) are de ned by
A n (x; s) t n n! : (6) In 2] we showed that 
and the sum is taken over all sequences (u) = (u 1 ; u 2 ; : : :) of non-negative integers, eventually zero, with weight w = w(u) = P ju j = i and arbitrary degree d = d(u) = P u j .
It is convenient to abbreviate the term by t u ( It follows from (7) and (8) It follows from (7) and (8) Proof. We prove part (i) in detail and outline the proof of (ii). The proof now follows from (10), with s = l ? n ? 1.
The proof of (iii) follows the same pattern.
Using the last part of Lemma 1, we can restate Theorem 1(i) by (mod p).
Remarks. If p 6 jn?l then we can use (11) and (13) 
